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For those who follow Heritage issues in 
Southern Africa you will find that there is an 
increase in the amount of interest and activity in 
all sectors, i.e. Agriculture, Railways, Military, 
Industrial Machinery, Earth Moving and Rare 
Breeds as examples. Sadly there is also a 
downside because a lot of people are currently 
keen to dispose of their collections, probably for 
reasons of security and cost if not emigration.

We take the view that our activities are 
measured in terms of the global contribution we 
make to Preservation.  We operate machinery 
manufactured in many countries around the 
world and those brands are revered, not only in 
their own countries but internationally. By the 
same token if you look at our visitor 
demographics most of the same countries who 
manufacture equipment and export it around 
the world are amongst those who visit us.  We 
enjoy an excellent relationship with many like-
minded people who have similar collections and 
facilities in Australia, the United States, Britain, 
France, Germany, Poland, Czechoslovakia and 
other countries.  We should therefore never 
become demoralised regarding the future of our 
assets. The Sandstone Heritage Trust is 
supported by committed people of all ages.

This leads us to the optimistic conclusion that 
there will always be continuity with respect to 
our Heritage collection. It gets a day older every 
day and hardly a week passes at the Sandstone 
Heritage Trust that one or other item doesn't 

thcelebrate its 100  birthday. The day is not too far 
off before some of them will be celebrating their 

th150  birthday and for the generation that is born 
when that happens they will be alien machines 
demonstrating incomprehensible technological 
solutions. Essentially they provide a road map of 
human endeavour in many different spheres
of life over 100s of years.

The Great Trek 1835? No, Sandstone 2015. Picture by Aidan McCarthy

The sights and sounds that these ancient 
machines demonstrate excite a very large 
number of people every year and we are always 
gratified by the hundreds of letters of 
appreciation we receive after each of our events. 
Finally, because we want to change and upgrade 
our model, improve the railway, restore a 
number of key items and expand our 
infrastructure, we will be holding our next big 
show in 2017.  Many of the people who support 
the work we do are retired and they need time to 
complete complex projects. Our story on the 
MG TC restoration by Tom Kirkland is a good 
example.

So, maintain your enthusiasm, look forward to 
something special, and don't forget to book. As 
a result of pressure from many people who wish 
to book now we have opened the booking 
system.

Notwithstanding where the currency might go, 
we have decided to fix our costs which is a 
courageous thing to do bearing in mind current 
exchange rate fluctuations.  However, people 
need to budget and we will make it easier for 
them by giving them a fixed commitment as far 
as their participation is concerned.



As organisers of the Stars of Sandstone events we realise that we are 
competing on a world stage. While there are few (if any) such broad based 
Heritage events such as Stars of Sandstone around the world, we are 
constantly aware of the competition and we shall be introducing new 
attractions for 2017. Over the course of the next months we shall introduce 
them to you as they develop. As we are based in South Africa, which has 
seen many conflicts over its relatively short history, we shall be staging a 
number of battle re-enactments. Probably the best known of such conflicts 
is the Anglo-Boer War of 1899 to 1902, which produced many famous 
battles and historic events. 

RAISING THE GAME

The battle re-enactment group. Picture by Dave Richardson

This archive picture shows the locomotive involved in Churchill's capture, 
affectionately known as “Hairy Mary”, after the addition of marine rope as a 

form of armour. One of our locos will be similarly adorned.

In 2017, in cooperation with a number of re-enactment groups, we shall 
stage the capture of Winston Churchill at Chievely, KwaZulu-Natal in 
November 1899. As this capture involved a train, Sandstone will be able to 
present a credible recreation of this, although we do not intend to blow up 
our railway line!

We shall also present another battle between the Boers and the British, 
although we do not want to enter into a poll for which one and who won!

The Stars of Sandstone event in 2017 will not only be a showcase for 
Sandstone's heritage collection for most of our visitors, but the beauty of the 
surroundings should never be forgotten and is an added attraction for all our 
visitors. With the Maluti Mountains in close proximity and a rolling 
landscape, the scenery alone is enough to justify a visit.

CALL FOR PAPERS

THE EASTERN FREE STATE

We have had quite a demand for people saying 
that they would be very interested spending the 
evenings listening to key note speakers talking 
about various aspects of Railway Preservation 
and related subjects.  If you have a story to tell 
and if you can support it with good photographs 
and graphics, why not take advantage of our 
lecture theatre which seats 40. It is equipped 
with an overhead projector to run videos and to 
present slides etc.

If you would like to throw your hat into the ring 
p l e a s e  c o n t a c t  M i k e  M y e r s  o n  
mikem@sandstone.co.za

A delightful view of Sandstone across the Cosmos Sandstone outcrops. Picture by Robert Farmer

(Right) The Cosmos in full bloom. 
Sandstone Heritage Trust Collection

A view across Sandstone to Lesotho with the 
Maluti Mountains in the background. 

Picture by Robert Farmer

Establishment of new Heritage Railway umbrella organisation 
in Southern Africa

For those in the know, they will be aware that there is currently an organisation purporting to 
represent the interests of individual operators of Heritage locomotives in Southern Africa. The 
sector has however, not been well served.

South Africa was one of the great Heritage Railway destinations in the world and our influence as a 
country has dwindled dramatically. We need to arrest that decline and the new organisation called 
the Federation of Heritage Railways of Southern Africa, (FedRail SA for short) has been 
promulgated.

If you have a genuine interest in Heritage Rail we encourage you to join.

Full details will be published in the next Newsletter as well as details of a new digital platform.  



FORGOTTEN GEMS
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Our editorials have mentioned our scarcity of 
volunteers in some disciplines in 2015. One of these 

was our stationary engine collection, we have 
already had a great deal of interest from aficionados 

of these mighty midgets and they will be in 
operation at Stars of Sandstone 2017. Here is a 
small photo gallery of some of the collection.

Lister LD 
Air Cooled 
No. 7990

Not all of our exhibits run on coal or fossil fuel. 
Our oxen are a major attraction and we have 
new animals in training for Stars of Sandstone 
2017. Before being in spanned to an Ox Wagon 
they start their training on more simple tasks 
such as rubbish collection — which assists 
Sandstone with the reduced use of fossil fuels.

We will have made huge progress by our next 
major event with ox wagons. 

We have a very rare 1899 ox wagon currently 
being restored by a well-known South African 
personality, namely Professor Erik Holm who 
was a professor of Entomology at the 
University of Pretoria but is now retired and 
specialises in research, repair and restoration of 
ox wagons.  He is currently writing a book on 
the history of ox wagons in Southern Africa so 
if you have an ox wagon in your backyard, let 
E r i k  k now.  His  e - mai l  a d d re ss  i s :  

This picture shows our rare 1899 wagon under 
restoration by Klaus Holm, Erik’s brother.

erikholm1945@gmail.com

VINTAGE TRANSPORT, 
OXEN AND OX WAGONS



Sandstone Rail News

Our piece in Newsletter 2 on these locomotives 
raised a flurry of interest and mails from around 
the world, including some corrections to the 
original story. Thomas Kautzor wrote to us:

“In the latest Newsletter it is stated that NGG13 
83 is preserved at the Berlin Technical Museum, 
however that is not the case. No. 78 and 83 were 
both exported to Germany in 05/1988. No. 78 
went directly to the Berlin Museum, but it 
carries "fake" (replica) number and builder's 
plates for No. 83 which has led to the confusion 
as to its identity. The display board however 
gives its correct Hanomag builder's No. 10630 
for No. 78.”

We also now know that No: 79 was also 
scrapped, so 10 of the original locos now 
survive, with three operational.

No. 78 stands in the Berlin Museum carrying plates from No. 83. Picture by Thomas Kautzor

2 ft NARROW GAUGE 
RAILWAY

Class NGG13 Garratts

This locomotive, which will be the Star of the 
Show at Stars of Sandstone 2017, has moved 
forward considerably with its restoration. Hot 
on the heels of the two completed O&K 
locomotives, Lukas Nel and his team have 
made great progress with NGG11 No: 52. The 
two engine units have been reunited with the 
main frames after serious issues with frame 
damage were discovered a few weeks ago. 
Whilst the Sandstone team were always aware 
of misalignments at both ends, they turned out 
to be more serious than originally thought. 
Large cracks and serious distortion of the 
frames at the engine pivot points have been 
repaired using a hydraulic press and modern 
welding techniques. With the Sandstone 
philosophy of “nothing is impossible” top of 
mind, Lukas Nel and his team have worked a 
miracle to move the restoration forward. The 
locomotive is now looking like the real thing.

Further work is required on the connecting 
rods and valve gear together with the main 
steam piping over the next few months.

The works plate of scrapped No: 51, showing 
the style that will be fitted to No: 52, interestingly shows 
no works number only the Garratt patent. Photo courtesy of Leith Paxton

Class NGG11 No: 52

The picture by Lukas Nel shows 
No: 52 on 30 September 2015

Our lowbed truck continues to collect the wagons 
Sandstone has purchased from the Port Elizabeth 
area, our picture shows a C type after arrival at 
Sandstone, now safe from the ravages of the sea air 
and theft.

The first of the C type wagons has arrived at Sandstone. 
This is the high sided C 3 used for grain. 

Picture by Leigh Sanders

PORT ELIZABETH 
WAGON COLLECTIONS
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There has been much activity in Sandstone's Bloemfontein workshop recently with two 
ex-Angola sugar locomotives completed and ready for service. These are O&K's 11112 
and 12140. No: 11112 has been name “Ermyntrude” after a Queen of the Valkyries who 
was especially fond of children. In their bright new liveries, both locomotives will be used 
on children's trains at future events. The naming of the other locomotive will be a surprise 
reserved for Stars 2017.

SANDSTONE COMPLETES RESTORATION OF
TWO RARE EX-ANGOLAN LOCOS IN THE SAME WEEK

From: John Browning

Wow!

A very pretty engine. Yellow as a colour choice long 
predates the introduction of "safety yellow". If (when) you 
get attacked, you might like to quote this from Transporting 
the Black Diamond" by Gifford Eardley:

"In 1888, the Southern Coal Company imported two 0-6-
0T locomotives from the Yorkshire Engine Company, the 
makers being 428 and 429. In that order they were given 
road numbers 1 and 2, these numbers being carried, 
together with the legend 'Southern Coal Company of New 
South Wales Limited' on long brass plates attached to the 
side tanks. When first issued to traffic the two engines were 
resplendent in a rich yellow livery set off to perfection by 
black smokeboxes and well-proportioned chimneys, the 
latter being further distinguished by polished copper bell-
mouths. Their distinctive (insofar as Australia is 
concerned) colour scheme earned them the 
nickname of 'yellowbellies', a cognomen which 
passed into the limbo of forgotten things when some 
iconoclast of the past gave them their first coat of 
black paint."

Some earlier yellow steam locomotives, painted by 
direction of William Stroudley, Chief Mechanical 
Engineer of the Highland Railway in Scotland, 
sported a colour known as "Improved Engine 
Green". It is commonly suggested that the choice of 
colour, and the name of the paint, resulted from 
Stroudley's colour blindness (example right).

My congratulations on the rescue, preservation, 
& entry to service of your two new O&K 
locomotives.  Well done & thank you for your 
continued efforts to preserve steam.

Kind regards,

Ian Welch
Managing Trustee
Mainline Steam NZ

Above: O&K 11112 “Ermyntrude”  and Below: O&K 12140

Ian Welch from New Zealand 
wrote to us after seeing the 
pictures of the new O&K's:

The power of good news! To illustrate the scope of the restoration, the pic below shows
both locos after their arrival from Angola in 2004.

But you can't beat the 'Rocket' for venerability when it 
comes to yellow paint (see right, bottom). 

Cheers,
John

Whilst we had some comments on the bright 
yellow colour of 11112 when first revealed, 

John Browning wrote to us to put it in perspective:

Four more beautiful
images of the restored locos

 supplied by Donovan Nelson-Esch



Classic Cars

Firstly the whole underside was washed down, has been removed and checked and I have are ready to be put back shortly. The speedo may 
as well as the engine compartment.  Once this replaced all rubber seals including those in the have failed at some point as it is registering only 
was done I was able to assess the immediate master cylinder.  The three flexible brake hoses 44 miles at present.  Hopefully it is only a faulty 
parts required. Such as the engine and gearbox have been removed and, although they look cable.  There is a repair date of Aug 1966 
mountings, carburettor kits and all filters etc. good, I have been advised by MG experts to inscribed at the back as well as on the tachometer.  
that would be needed for the final assembly.  send them to have new hoses fitted, as they flake As the rear flange at the back of the generator is 
Those parts arrived at Sandstone just before off inside and cause unexpected blockages.  broken off I am searching for a replacement part, 
the 2015 event. The head was removed, which With their advice I will be sending them to their as it was on my original list. Also all the chrome-
revealed no wear to the cylinders at all, only a recommended company later this week.  All the work has been Buffed and Polished.  The hood is 
black soot, which was caused by the brake shoes are in good order and have been all I can find, (no side screens or tonneau cover).  
carburettors not being set correctly.  We replaced and are ready and waiting for the hoses The hood seems in good condition, but one of the 
decided that the head should be converted for to come back. In order to examine the master two support straps is broken off, so will need to be 
the modern lead free fuel of today. That has cylinder and the wiring, I removed the floor replaced.  If this is too costly, possibly two nylon 
now been done and is ready for assembly.  boards, so while they are out the chassis has tow ropes might work, but would need to be dyed 
While that was done a full set of gaskets was been cleaned further and painted where to a suitable colour first.  The inside upholstery 
supplied to us. All the parts such as generator, accessible. The gearbox covering was made of and new seats have been placed on order, and will 
self-starter distributor etc. were removed and rubber which had perished and was brittle.  I be arriving soon in a container containing 
serviced with new brushes and bushes where carefully covered it with a fibre glass compound additional spares. Once the container arrives, I 
necessary.  They are now ready for and it is now ready for future installation.  will invite the Sandstone team to see the progress 
assembly.The engine awaiting fitment of the Another reason for removing the floorboards at this stage.  I have thoroughly enjoyed this 
refurbished cylinder head. Picture by Tom was to get access to the wiring, which follows project thus far and am hoping to continue in this 
Kirkland the chassis from front to back. restoration field in my retirement years.
The radiator was flushed and appears to be in The dashboard has also been removed as in the 
good condition but it will be pressure tested picture above, to give access to the wiring 
before re assembly. The whole braking system behind it.   All Instruments were polished and 

Visitors to Sandstone will be familiar with our ex Welkom Municipality 1955 Bristol Bus. 
Although in good mechanical condition, the wooden framed body has been taking some 
strain and the bus has been withdrawn from regular service pending repairs. With 
repatriation of our AEC bus to the UK  (click here for the latest update on its journey home,  

 ) we have been left with a road transport dilemma, but help was at 
hand as we had in our inventory  a 1967 Leyland single deck bus . This is a steel bodied and 
steel framed bus, more suited to the Sandstone roads. It carries the old Cape Province 
registration number, CAY11708, which is Upington and two running numbers are visible, 8 
and 2599. Painted cream and green, it is very reminiscent of the colour of the Cape Town 
buses of the 70's.

The bus has a manual/ automatic gearbox and no clutch pedal and is fitted with a Leyland 6 
cylinder diesel engine.

There is some minor body damage, but it is missing a prop shaft, and seats have been 
sourced from a disused railway carriage. The bus is now in our workshop at Sandstone, the 
engine has been started after at least 20 years of slumber and ran perfectly. 

Well done to the Sandstone Workshop Team!

http://www.sandstone-estates.com/index.php/general-news/3053-an-update-on-the-aec-
bus-returning-to-wales

SANDSTONE'S MG TC

A TALE OF TWO BUSES

The Leyland builder's plate

Missing from Stars 2015, our MG TC is 
undergoing a major rebuild in time for the 
2017 event.

The TC Midget was the first post-war MG, 
launched in 1945. It was quite similar to the 
pre-war TB, sharing the same 1,250 cc (76 cu 
in) pushrod-OHV engine with a slightly 
higher compression ratio of 7.4:1 giving 54.5 
bhp (40.6 kW) at 5200 rpm. The makers also 
provided several alternative stages of tuning 
for "specific purposes".

Tom Kirkland is a lifelong MG enthusiast and 
has taken on the restoration of the MG TC at 
his workshop on the East Rand. Visitors to our 
Stars 'events will remember Tom as the man 
who got impossible cars to start! This is the 
story to date:

Tom Kirkland and the MG TC nearing completion,
and 2 of his in-progress pics, top right is the engine

awaiting fitment of the refurbished cylinder head

Editor's Note: Tom is a sprightly 82 years old,
proving that you're never too old to enjoy what 

you love doing.



Military Matters

A highlight of our Stars events are the 
military displays and convoys by our 
military collection partners, the SA Armour 
Museum — they have not revealed their 
plans yet for 2017, but they will be joining 
us. Here is some of the action from 2015.

SA ARMOUR MUSEUM

Picture by Aidan McCarthy

Picture by 
Johan Stephens

Picture by Dave Richardson

Sandstone has rescued some items from very difficult places but have a look at this 
video of an underwater rescue of two ex-German army WW2 vehicles. This 
information was received from one of our most regular visitors, Maciej Keszycki 
(email  ) who specialises in this type of rescue and subsequent 
restoration at his superb facility near Warsaw.  Quite spectacular!

panzerfarm@gmx.de

http://m.youtube.com/watch?v=O5Re-Qun7-Y

While we do not normally advertise in our Newsletter this painting of 6th Class No: 627 has become 
available and may be of interest to our readers.

SAR CLASS 6H

Mr H.M. Beatty, Chief Locomotive Superintendent of the Cape Government Railways (CRG), designed 
the class 6H Locomotive. Locomotive No. 627 was built by Nielson Reid & Co of Scotland as works No: 
5875 in 1901. It was in service until 1971 and erected as a monument at Mafeking Railway Station in 1972.

The painting of Locomotive No: 627 is a commissioned work produced by Tony Weitz in 1984 as part of 
the publicity and advertising campaign for the Mafeking Centenary celebrations in 1985. 

Tony now works and lives in Zurich as an accomplished and sought after, international artist. 

Medium: Acrylic on canvas.  Size Framed: 100cm x 74cm

The price is ZAR7500.00. Please contact Dave Richardson on E:  daver@sandstone.co.za

The Marmon-Herrington 
MKIV Armoured Car

Andy Selfe continues the great progress with 
the restoration and sent us the above picture 
of production units at the Dorman Long 
factory, south of Johannesburg. You can 
catch up with the latest news on his blog. 
http://armouredcarmk4.blogspot.com/201
5 / 0 4 / m a r m o n - h e r r i n g t o n - m k - 4 -
armoured-car.html

RAILWAY ART

AN AMAZING RESCUE IN POLAND

The German half-track emerges after being submerged for 60 years

mailto:panzerfarm@gmx.de
http://armouredcarmk4.blogspot.com/2015/04/marmon-herrington-mk-4-armoured-car.html


Sandstone News

While we are proud of the many variety of trees at 
Sandstone they do need constant attention to 
avoid massive overgrowth. Seun (Johan) and his 
team are constantly at work trimming the 
wayward branches and removing dead wood. 
The Eastern Free State is not tree friendly. This 
year we will plant 3000 new trees.

We are continuing with our project 
to introduce sandstone structures 
throughout the estate.  The picture 
below by Leigh Sanders shows Ou 
Johannes constructing a sandstone 
wall around the water trough behind 
the camping ground ablution block.

Seun with his John Deere 730 that has been allocated to him permanently for commercial use 
and also for taking our walking tour visitors around, for people who would rather ride than 

TREE FELLING & PLANTING

FORESTRY MATTERS

WALKING TOURS

ADDING TO THE COLLECTION

Comment in the visitor's book - "A wonderful 
working enterprise from Model T Ford to 
Sherman Tank.  Thank you Leigh & Johan".

They will be back for Stars 2017!

When not out and about with the tree felling 
team, Seun leads many visitor walking tours at 
Sandstone. Leigh Sanders reports:

Recently we hosted Ian & Diana Madden 
originally from Ireland but now living in 
Gauteng.  They loved Seun and could not praise 
him enough for his enthusiasm and passion and 
as Ian said "he talks from the heart".

As mentioned in our lead editorial, a number of collections of heritage items are being 
offered for disposal. Following on from our TV insert on the Kwela programme on 
DSTV, we were offered a magnificent collection of late 19th and early 20th century 
implements which have been fully restored. These items are true gems, and illustrate the 
development of farming machinery. These pictures from Leigh Sanders show a selection 
of the items acquired. All will be on display at Stars of Sandstone 2017, as well as many 
other vintage agricultural pieces acquired since our last event.

A John Deere horse 
or oxen drawn mower

A McCormick 
mower

An early 20th century 
John Deere baler

We have a number of programmes running at the moment 
which include the chipping of invasive species along the 
Caledon River. This is part of a programme which is 
government sponsored entitled Working With Water. The 
invasive species instead of being stacked and burnt are being 
chipped as a source of biomass for a composting programme.

We have also placed on order a large band saw in order to slice 
logs up. We have a lot of Red Gum on the farm and since 
hardwood is always a problem for our wagon restoration 
programme we hope to become self-sufficient in the supply of 
wood.

Our Vermeer Chipper produces 50 tons of chips per day, devouring invasive species



Leigh Sanders reports:

Showville is a new TV talent contest based on 
the concept of going into South Africa small 
towns and finding talent with short added 
segments on what's happening in each town 
they visit thus their visit to Sandstone on 
Saturday 26th September.  The two 
presenters, Rob van Vuuren and Bontle 
Modiselle, were very vibrant and enjoyed 
what was introduced to them. Seun and Alina 
played hosts to the film crew and they were 
very happy with the two hours spent at 
Sandstone. 

The O&K 12691 (The New Machavie Gold 
Mining Co) was steamed up to give the film 
crew a feel for the steam locos. It ran from the 
steam shed to the station and back and the 
film crew were grateful that Sandstone made 
their filming so interesting.  This is scheduled 
to be broadcast in February 2016.

Two couples from Vereeniging and a couple 
from Cape Town were happy to have the film 
crew join their walking tour.

SABC2 SHOOT 
AT SANDSTONE

We have received two massive Ruston 4-
cylinder pumping engines which came from 
Bloemhof and used to work on the Vaal River 
to pump water for the steam locomotives for 
the SAR&H. Unfortunately we do not have the 
pumps anymore but we want to deploy one of 
these to pump water for a similar purpose.

A picture of the engine appears below. If any of 
our readers know of any large pumps, old or 
new, that could conceivably be matched to 
these big engines we would appreciate 
receiving details.  For us to purchase a new 
pump of the specifications required to match 
this engine would be beyond our budget, 
particularly with the current exchange rate.

One of the Ruston engines being loaded 
for transport to Sandstone

Sandstone's ex Rhodesia and now Zimbabwe 
Railways DE2 diesel electric No: 1207 is set for a 
restoration over the next 12 months. Originally 
acquired from a scrap dealer in Mutare in 1998, 
No: 1207 was withdrawn from service in April 
1992 in Bulawayo where the loco served as the 
loco works shunter and carried an additional 
number, 3517 until finally being set aside in 
December 1995. The locomotive had covered 
2,506,938 miles in service up till withdrawal.

Although not the first class of diesel on RR, the 
DE2 type was the first large main line diesel 
locomotive in Southern Africa with the first 
example entering service in 1955. The first main 
line diesel in South Africa only entered service 
in 1958. In total 35 examples of the DE2 were 
built between 1955 and 1958.

The DE2's were built by English Electric at the 
Dick Kerr works in Preston, UK and RR 
remained faithful to English builders for a long 
time until UDI whereas South Africa took the 
US based GE and GM route..

1207 arrived in South Africa in May 1998 and 
was then towed to Sandstone's facility in 
Ficksburg for storage. When it was decided to 
vacate the premises, the loco was towed to the 
Reefsteamers Depot in Germiston, where she  
remains today. She was fitted with an engine 

from a British Railways Class 40 diesel. The 
engine is an English Electric 16 cylinder V 
design producing 1710 hp. 1207 weighs in at 
nearly 115 tons and is 18,1metres long.

Some time ago she was examined by an ex RR 
diesel technician and the engine was found to be 
in good order, a lot of the brake equipment had 
been removed but similar fittings are available 
from an ex SAR 5E electric loco which were 
built side by side with the DE2's in Preston in 
1955. A great deal of the wiring has been 
removed but this can be replaced. It is believed 
that the traction motors are also in good 
condition.

The DE2's have a distinctive engine thump and 
whistling noise when fired up, and it will be an 
exciting occasion when 1207 lives again.

WE HAVE A REQUEST

                                               Seun and Alina with our Walking Tour guests

SANDSTONE'S EX-RHODESIA RAILWAYS 
DE 2 LOCOMOTIVE TO BE RESTORED

1207 at Reefsteamers 
in Germiston. 

Picture by 
Dave Richardson

DE2 production at the Dick Kerr Works in Preston
in 1955. An SAR 5E electric can be seen in the centre
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UK Tractor Collection 
for disposal

A large tractor collection was recently 
auctioned by a 79 year old farmer in the UK. 
David Taylor sent us this link:

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/earth/agri
culture/11864987/Farmer-79-sells-off-2-
million-tractor-collection-as-family-dont-
share-his-passion.html

The SABC 2 TV Crew

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/earth/agriculture/11864987/Farmer-79-sells-off-2-million-tractor-collection-as-family-dont-share-his-passion.html


Reefsteamers, in conjunction with the Sandstone Heritage Trust, held a 
successful Open Day at their Germiston Depot to celebrate a new cooperation 
agreement between the two parties. A number of VIP guests together with the 
public experienced what Reefsteamers is achieving in the preservation arena. 
On display were a number of locomotives together with Sandstone's GMAM 
4079 scheduled for refurbishment by the Reefsteamers team in early 2016. 
Inside the workshop, David Shepherd's 15F 3052 “Avril” was shown to visitors 
after being partially dismantled for initial boiler inspection.

The event was well supported by enthusiasts and the general public alike.

To finish the day there was a tug of war between the visitors and 25NC 3472. 
The visitors won easily as these roller bearing engines are free running.

Visitors were given comprehensive tours of the Reefsteamers facilities during the Open Day. 
Picture by Lee Gates

Our wheat crop is moving on well despite 
poor rainfall and a current heatwave in 
South Africa.

Click here for Des Clarke's comprehensive 
r e p o r t .  h t t p : / / w w w. s a n d s t o n e -
e s t a t e s . c o m / i n d e x . p h p / m o d e r n -
farming/48-modern-farming/3067-
sandstone-estates-arable-report-october-
2015

Mother and child. 
Picture by Peter Webb

Well here are my thoughts having just read 
Sandstone's latest Newsletter. The thoughts of David Shepherd's 15F and the 
As ever, wonderful work with the continuous wonderful GMAM hopefully back on main line 
battle of preserving the country's railway must be magical news to railway enthusiasts 
heritage. across the world as here two iconic locomotives 

Class A4 'Union of South Africa' and new build Highlights, with some comparisons in the UK, 
A1 'Tornado' prepare to haul the Royal Train to an old one like me sitting in front of computer 
along the re-opened Border Railway to some 8,000 miles away on the East Coast of the 
Edinburgh.  UK are...

The Forth Bridge becoming a World Heritage 
Site. 

The Bethulie Power Station sadly reminds of my 
own  'backyard' with the Grimsby Ice House, Finally, right to my heart, the section entitled 
possibly one of the most important buildings of Woodland Management, wonderful, yes plant 
its type in the world, full of all its machinery as many trees as possible, I will never live to see 
together with its associated Fish Docks now all them but they will be there for the future folks, 
decaying. so thank you all of you. 
Following on sadly I read of the seemingly Just a few pieces of a very well composed 
probable end of another lovely old piece of newsletter, other bits of interest to me,  some of 
European workmanship, Park Station, whatever which I get first hand news of, that old Massey 
is wrong with the government in ZA if they combine and the lads at Villiersdorp, Andy and 
cannot see the value of this type of building to those M-Hs, the wheat planting and the row of 
this modern world, thank goodness here in the farm implements, again thank you already 
UK the value was seen in the likes of looking towards the next issue. 
Marylebone, Liverpool Street and St Pancras 

— Bernard Dodd.Stations before it was too late.

Reefsteamers recent Magaliesburg train hauled by 15F 3046 had an interesting companion 
as a vintage Tiger Moth overflew the train near Orient

REEFSTEAMERS OPEN DAY 
24TH OCTOBER 2015

The tug of war team has 3472 on the move. 
Picture by Tracey Lynham

MODERN FARMING

SANDSTONE HERD

LETTERS

We were pleased to hear from Bernard Dodd 
after he received our last Newsletter.

From: Bernard Dodd 

Sent: 09 September 2015 12:45

Subject: Excellent.

Our move in to cattle farming has been 
extremely successful and our herd, 
including our famous oxen, now numbers 
over 600 animals. The herd continues to 
grow, with 150 calves born since January 
this year.

Watch the BBC Scotland news clip here:    
https://www.facebook.com/bbcscotlandnews/v
ideos/vb.185246968166196/105791024423319
3/?type=2&theater

http://www.sandstone-estates.com/index.php/modern-farming/48-modern-farming/3067-sandstone-estates-arable-report-october-2015
https://www.facebook.com/bbcscotlandnews/videos/vb.185246968166196/1057910244233193/?type=2&theater


The latest edition of Narrow Gauge World magazine from the UK carries more than one story from Sandstone: 

http://www.sandstone-estates.com/images/stories/general/20151030/NGW108Catast.pdf

http://www.sandstone-estates.com/images/stories/sandstone/In_the_press/20151031/NGW_-_Nov-Dec_2015_-
_Editorial_compressed.pdf

http://www.sandstone-estates.com/images/stories/sandstone/In_the_press/20151031/NGW_-_Nov-Dec_2015_-
_Restored_in_bright_yellow_article_compressed.pdf

Media Links

In Closing...

Tom Kirkland will be assisting us again at Stars of 
Sandstone 2017 with our classic vehicles but he 
will need help, if any visitors would like to put 
their names down to assist Tom in 2017, please e 
mail Dave Richardson,   daver@sandstone.co.za

OUR NEWSLETTERS

We are receiving more enquiries from overseas 
from people who would like to be added to our 
mailing list, and we are doing our best to 
accommodate the people making these requests.  
We have also received a number of mailing lists. If 
you receive our newsletter and you are not 
interested, please unsubscribe.

STARS 2017
CLASSIC CAR 

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED

THE SANDSTONE TEAM

Joanne West 

Leigh Sanders 

Dave Richardson 

Claire at Eschie Graffix

joannewest@btinternet.com

leighs@sandstone.co.za

daver@sandstone.co.za

Administration:

Farm Affairs:

Event Matters &
Newsletter Editor:

Newsletter Production:

The National Department of Transport has 
prepared a draft Green Paper on National Rail 
Policy. Consultations with stakeholders on the 
Green Paper are now being conducted in all the 
provinces during October and November 2015. 
The link for the Green Paper appears below for 
your reference. 

h t t p : / / w w w . s t e a m - i n -
action.com/images/stories/sia/20151102/Final
RevisedNationalRailPolicyGreenPaper.pdf

BREAKING NEWS

http://www.sandstone-estates.com

Sandstone’s mighty Australian built Kenworth T900 turns 25 this year 
and still performs magnificently pulling the heaviest loads

THAT’S ALL 
FOR THIS 

ISSUE!

http://www.steam-in-action.com/images/stories/sia/20151102/FinalRevisedNationalRailPolicyGreenPaper.pdf

